Abstract. Let 3, and 9 denote the sets of approximately continuous and almost everywhere continuous functions, and BX(F) denote
1. Introduction. In [G] , Z. Grande considered the relationship between the classes of pointwise limits of approximately continuous functions, 73,(62), pointwise limits of almost everywhere continuous functions, 73,C?), and pointwise limits of functions which are both approximately continuous and almost everywhere continuous, 73,(6? n 9). After showing that 73,(62 n <3>) =^5,(62) n Bx(9), Grande defined a new class of functions, which we (following [N] ) denote &<$x, and showed that (*) 73,(613 n <3>) c 73,(62) n 73,(<3>) n «<?,.
Grande then asked whether the inequality in (*) is indeed an equahty. T. Nishiura [N] investigated Grande's question in the more general setting of real valued functions of n real variables. Nishiura's approach was to study the topology of 6E n 9 in some detail and then glean from this more general study, results which would bear on Grande's question. The topology of 6E n 9 was introduced by R. J. O'Malley in the course of his investigations of approximate derivatives, [Ot] , [OJ.
Indeed, O'Malley shows that the topology for 62 n 9 is the coarsest topology for which approximate derivatives are continuous. O'Malley, like Grande, was concerned with real valued functions of a single real variable. Nishiura's work led him to define a new class of functions, 62 (3'2, and subsequently he proved that (**) 73,(62 n 9) = 73,(62) n 73,(0?) n gg^ n ±&6y2
where ±62?P2 consists of those functions in 62<5P2 whose negatives are also in 6BÍP2. However, it is not clear whether ± 62 ?P2 is essential in (**).
In this paper, we study the class 62 <3'x in some detail, and although we do not settle Grande's question, we do provide some insight into the class 62 ?P,. In particular, we prove that 62'3>1 c 73,(<ÍP).
In this paper, we deal only with real valued functions defined on 7?". As in the previous paragraph, if § is a class of functions, we let 73,(?F) (Baire 1 of 5) denote the class of those functions which are pointwise limits of functions in '$; 732(9r) = 73,(73,CíF)) and so on. If 'S is the class of those functions which are continuous relative to a topology on R", then there is a characterization of BJfS) in terms of the Baire sets associated with that topology in the same way that the classical Baire functions are characterized by the usual Baire sets. That is, if A and M respectively denote the cozero and zero sets of the continuous functions, then/ E 73a(ÍF) if and only if the preimage of every open set under/is in the ath additive Baire class, e.g., M0 for a = 1, Agg for a = 2. The three classes of functions which initiated this study are 9, 62 and 62 n 9, and the latter two of these are the continuous functions for specific topologies. As a consequence, the Baire functions for 62 and 62 n 9 are characterized by the associated Baire sets as described above. The approximately continuous functions are precisely those functions which are continuous with respect to the density topology. (The density topology consists of those measurable sets for which every point of the set is a point of full density of the set [GW] .) In [O,] and [N] , O'Malley (for functions of a real variable) and Nishiura (for functions of n real variables) show that 62 n ^P is likewise generated by a topology. This topology consists of those density open sets which can be decomposed as G u Z where G is Euclidean open and Z is a nullset (i.e., Z has Lebesgue measure zero). It should be noted that neither 62 nor 62 n 9 is generated by a normal topology for 7?, and consequently, Borel sets and Baire sets are not the same for these topologies.
In addition to the characterizations of 73,(62) and 73,(62 n *?) in terms of appropriate Baire sets, we will make use of the following two theorems, respectively due to D. Preiss [P] and D. Mauldin [M] . In these theorems, ß denoted the class of usual continuous functions. Finally, a function/ £ 62*3', if whenever a < b and U and V are nonempty sets satisfying U G {x: fix) < a} and V c {x: fix) > b}, then U U V £ A(U n V); the bar denoted Euclidean closure and A(A) = {x: dx+(X) > 0}, the set of points of positive upper density of A. Although this is not the original definition of 62 ÍP,, it is an equivalent definition (cf. [CH] ) which we find more workable.
2. Algebraic and topological properties. In this section, we show that all of the classes of functions which arise in this study have the following algebraic and topological properties:
(I) The class is a vector space over R.
(II) The class is closed under uniform convergence.
(III) If / is a member of the class, then / is the uniform limit of a sequence of simple functions (discrete ranges) from the class. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. The proof of (I) is obvious. To prove (II), let {/"} c 73,(<??) and suppose {/,} converges uniformly to/. As/, £ 73,(ty) for each n, we can apply Theorem M to obtain a gn G 73,(6) such that f"(x) = g"(x) except on an Fa nullset, En. Let A = Rm -U^°_, E". Then, for each n, g" = /" on A, g"/A is a Baire 1 function on A, and g"/A converges uniformly tof/A. It follows that//A is a Baire 1 function on A and as A is a Gs (multiplicative of Class l),f/A can be extended to a function f* which is 73,(6) on Rm [K] . However, /(*) = f*(x) on ^ and it follows from Theorem M that/ E 73,(<3').
In order to prove (III), let/ E 73,(<ÍP). Then there is a function g E 73,(6) such that fix) = g(x) except on an Fa nullset, E. As g G 73, (6) there is a sequence of simple functions {g"} c 73,(ß) such that \g"(x) -g(x)| < l/n for every x and every n. Let Eni = {x G E: i < nfix) < i + 1} and define
Then,/, is a simple function and as/" differs from gn on a subset of F,/" £ 73,("ÍP).
Further, \f"(x) -f(x)\ < l/n for every x, and consequently, {/"} converges uniformly to/ Lemma 2.3. 77ie c/ow, 73,(62 n '3'), »to trcc/i of properties (I), (II) W (III).
Proof. Since 62 n ^ has property (I) (see [N] ), so does 73,(62 n ^P). To see that 73,(62 n ^P) has property (II), one can use the topology described in [N] and mimic the proof of Theorem 2, p. 386 of [K] . To see that 73,(62 n 9) has property (III), one again is able to adapt Kuratowski's work. In particular, the analogue of Theorem 1, p. 350 of [K] is true. That is, if 73, and 732 are Ma sets (in the topology of [N] ), there exist Ma sets A, and A2 such that Ax c 73" A2 G B2, Ax n A2 = 0, and Ax u A2 = 73, u 732. Moreover, if 73, lj 732 is the whole space, then Ax and A2 are As sets. We then obtain as a corollary that if A and 73 are A8 sets such that A r\ B = 0, then there exists a set A* which is both As and M" and such that A G A* and A * n 73 = 0. We omit the proofs as they exactly follow those given in [K] . From these results, one can modify Theorem 3, p. 388 of [K] to conclude that 73,(62 n (3)) has property (III).
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that f G &9X, e > 0, and p G R. There exists g G 73,(6) such that (l)sup|g(x) -p\ < e,and (2) {x: fix) = g(x)} lies in an F0 nullset.
Proof. We let M0= R" and A0 = 0. Since / £ 62<!P,, we can choose y0 satisfying \p -y0\ < e and such that f~x(y0)\ N0 is nowhere dense (possibly empty) in M0 \ N0.
Suppose that sets Ma, Na, and points ya have defined for every a < ß. If ß is a limit ordinal, define Mß = C\a<ß Ma; otherwise define Mß = Mß_x n / x(yß^)Nß_x
In any case, Nß = {x G Mß: dx+(Mß) < 1} andy^ is any point satisfying \p -yß\ < e and f~x(yß) \ Nß is nowhere dense (possibly empty) in Mß \ Nß. Notice that Nß is an F0 nullset and that, unless \Mß\ = 0, \Mß \ Mß+X\ > 0.
There exists ß* < w, such that lAf^.1 =0. If x G Mß., define g(x) = yß.. If x E Mß., there exists a first (nonlimit) ordinal a + 1 for which x £ M"+x, and we define g(x) = ya. Since the range of g is countable, and g~x(ya) = A/"+, Pi (no<a Ma) (unless a = /?*, in which case g~x(yß.) = Mß,), then preimages of open sets are Fa sets and so g G 73,(6).
We let A = Mß. (J ( U a<ß. Na), and A is an F0 nullset for which we claim that {x: fix) = g(x)} G N. This is because for any x, either x G Mß. G N, or x G M¿+1 n ( PI g<a Ma) for some a. Now, if fix) = g(x) = ya, then since x E Ma + X, x £ f~x(ya)\Na, so x G A"cA.
Lemma 2.5. If h G 62<?, and a is a number such that {x: h(x) = a} lies in an F" nullset, then if U and V are nonempty sets satisfying the conditions U G {x: h(x) < a} and V c {x:
Proof. Suppose that a is a number and U and V are nonempty sets such that U G {x: h(x) < a} and V c {x: h(x) >a} and U u V c A(t7_n V\ In this case, we can assume that ¡J u V = A( U n V), since if x £ A( U n V), either /t(x) < a or /i(x) > a. Now, since /¡~'(a) lies in an F" nullset, and U n V has positive measure in each relative open set, then h~x(a) is of the first category in U n V, and, in fact, h~x(a) is of the first category in A(Í7 n V) since A(U n K) is residual in t/ n K Either there exists c > a such that {x: /¡(x) > c} n K is somewhere dense in A(i/ n K), or there exists c < a such that {x: h(x) < c} n Í/ is somewhere dense in A(£/ n K). In either case, we easily conclude that h E 62 ÍP,.
Lemma 2.6. 77¡e ctei, 62 ^P,, has each of the properties (I), (II), and (III).
Proof. The only nontrivial part in showing that property (I) is satisfied is to show that sums of 62 ?P, functions are 62 ÍP, functions. Suppose then that/+ g E 62ÍP, while / £ 62<3>, and g £ 62ÍP,. Then we find a < b and 0 ^ Í7 c {x:
/(x)_+ g(x) <a) and 0 =£ V <z {x: fix) + g(x) > b} such that U u V G A( U n K). Then, U = V. Let e = (b -a)/2. There exists a number y such that V n /~'[(y _ e/3, y + e/3)] is dense in some nonempty, relatively open subset 7 of V. Next, there is a number z such that 7 n g~'[(z -e/3, z + e/3)] is dense in some nonempty, relatively open subset I* of 7. Now, either y + z + e < b or y + z -e > a, and we suppose the former. Since/ £ 0,9x, V =A( V), 0 =£ V, and 7* is a nonempty relatively open subset of V, only a subset of V n 7* which is nowhere dense in 7* can be mapped by / above y + e/2. And only a subset of V n 7* which is nowhere dense in 7* can be mapped by g above z + e/2. Yet every point of V is mapped by / + g above y + z + e, and we have a contradiction.
The proof that &syx has property (II) is trivial. To show that 62ÍP, has property (III), we consider/ £ 6E'3)1 and a fixed positive integer n, and we describe a simple function, s, for which sup|/(x) -s(x)\ < 2/n. Let p = {m/n: m = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . }, e = 1/(3«), and for eachp £ P, apply Lemma 2.4 to get g = gp.
For brevity, letp+ denotep + l/n, andp -denotep -l/n. For each x, there is auniquep £ P such that gp(x) <f(x) < gp+(x); define s(x) =p + . To show that í E 629, let a < b and consider the following cases: Case 1. There exists p G P such that a < p < b. Case 2. There exist adjacent points p and p + in P such thatp < a < b <p + .
Case \. If 0 =£ U G {x: s(x) < a} and 0 ¥= V c {x: s(x) > b}, then in fact, U G {x: s(x) < p -} and V c {x: s(x) >p}. In other words, U G {x: fix) < gp-(x)} and K c {x: fix) > gp(x)}. Now, there exist numbers a' and b' such that for every x, gp_(x) <a' <b' <gp(x). This means that t/ c {x: fix) < a'} and F c {x: fix) > b'}, so U U K¿A(í7n F). Since jx: «(x) ^ 0} is a nullset and Ü n F =A(f7 n F)^= 0, the set W = A(U n K) n {x: «(x) = 0} is dense in A(U n V). For each x E ^, we have 2 < a(x) = í(x). Hence, V c {x: «(x) > 1}. Since i?7 =A(i7 n V) = V, we have W u FcA(lfn f) and IV =£ 0 =£ V. This is not possible, however, because « £ 62 "5P,. We have shown that o G 62 9, and the lemma now follows.
Remark. An inspection of the proof of Lemma 2.7 reveals that the class, 73,(62) n 73,(9), has each of properties (I), (II) and (III).
We now combine Lemmas 2.1-2.3, 2.6 and 2.7 to get the following. 73,(9), 629,, 73,(62 n 9), and 73,(62) n 73,(9) n 629,.
Remark. As remarked above, 73,(62) n 73,(9) has properties (I), (II) and (III). In §3, we show that 629, c 73,(9), so in fact, 73,(9) n 629, = 629, has (I), (II) and (III), and 73,(62) n 629, = 73,(62) n 73,(9) n 629, has (I), (II) and (III).
3. More on 73,(9) and a'¡?x. The significance of the topological properties discussed in §2 is that we may limit our attention to simple functions (and, indeed, to characteristic functions). We begin with a theorem which appears quite special, but subsequently show that the hypothesis of this theorem locally characterizes those characteristic functions which are in 629, in a fundamental way.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that K is a set such that either A A G K or A A n A = 0 ThenXK G B0) n 629,.
Proof. Suppose, first, that AA c A. We compare the function f = Xk ^th the function g = Xk, and notice that {x: fix) ¥= g(x)} c {x E A: dx+(K) < 1}. As the latter is an F" nullset, Theorem M implies that x*: E 73,(9). To show that XV E 629,, it suffices to consider nonempty sets U G Kc and V c A. Since V g K, A(U n V) g A A c A. Now, since U G Kc, U cannot be a subset of A(C7 n V) C K. Thus, u_u V <ZL A(V n V). Now suppose that AA n A = 0. We compare the function / = Xk> Wltn tne function g, which is identically zero. As before, {x: fix) ¥=g(x)} lies in an Fa nullset, and so Xk £ ^i(9). To show that Xä G 629,, we again consider U G Kc and V G K. Now V c A, and consequently, A(U n V) c AA; however V c K and AT? n A = 0. This entails that V £ A(t7 n V) and so Xk g 629,.
Our next goal is to start with a characteristic function, x* E 629,, and decompose A into subsets which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. 1,2, . . .). For each n, Theorem 3.1 guarantees that there is a sequence, {/": i = 1, 2, ... } from 9 that converges to XxnFn-Now, let p denote Euclidean distance, and define weighting functions V" as follows:
Each Iff is a continuous function whose range is [0, 1], and for each n, {U": i = 1,2, ... } converges to x^-Now define
h3 = t/,3-/44 + (1 -U¡)(U¡-f¡ + (1 -u¡)(u¡ -fi + (i -u¡).f¡)), and so on.
As each /" E 9 and each U" is continuous, each hn £ 9. Now, if x G G, there is a first n such that x £ Fn, and consequently, if m > n, U,m(x) = 0 for each /'. There is an /"_, such that if y > /'"_,, then Uf~x(x) = 1. For notational purposes we have let U,°(x) = 1 and /" = 0. If s = max{/i, /"_, + «-2}, then k > s implies "*(■*) = fk+i(x)-Hence, as k -» oo, hk(x) ^> \knf.(x) = XaticW-T1"8 completes the proof.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Now, starting with a set A whose characteristic function is 629,, we extract open sets G and 7/ as in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. Then, instead of working with A itself, we work with A, = A \ (G u 77) . We repeat this process inductively until we have a set whose closure is a nullset, and according to Theorem 3.4, this situation occurs before we reach w,. There are still some technical difficulties to overcome before we can put this machinery to use. In particular, although Theorem 3.3 guarantees a 73,(9) function at each inductive step, we need to show that in the limiting case, we still have a 73,(9) function. This is the charge of the following two convergence results.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that K is a set and that {Wn: n = 1, 2, ... } is an increasing sequence of open sets with union W. If, for each n, Xxntv G ^i(9) , then X*n ^73,(9).
Proof. There is an increasing sequence of open sets, {G": n = 1, 2, . . . }, such that Gn c G"+x for every n, every Gn is contained in some Wm, and U G" = W.
For convenience, let G0 = 0. Now, for each n > 0, one can find an increasing sequence of closed sets, {F": i ■» 1, 2,... }, such that Gn_x c F", and U ¡<u F" = Gn. For each set F", define a weighting function, U", as follows:
As each set, Gn, is contained in some Wm, and since Xg e ^i(ß). h follows that XxnGn e ^i(9) for each n. Consequently, for every n, there is a sequence, {/": / = 1, 2, . . . } from 9 which converges to X/rnc,-Define a new sequence of functions by 8t = Ux -Z,1 + If}-(1 -Í/,1)-/2 + • • • +U>-(1 -urx)-f¡.
As each U" is continuous, and each /" E 9, each g, E 9. Furthermore, if x £ W, then there is a first lexicographically ordered pair, (n, i), such that x E F", and it
follows that x G Ff for ally > i. But then, if y > max{/i, i}, gy(x) = ff(x), and the latter converges, withy, to Xatig"(-*) = XKnc(x)-If x $ w> then 8¡(x) = 0 for each i, and this observation completes the proof. Corollary 3.6. Suppose that K is a set, X < to,, and that {Wa: a <X} is an increasing (possibly transfinite) sequence of open sets with union W. If, for each a, XKnWa £ 73,(9), then xKnw E ¿,(9).
Proof. Suppose that the assertion is false. Then there is a least ordinal À (which is obviously a limit ordinal) and a set A for which it is false. As X < w,, there is an increasing sequence, {Xn: n = 1, 2, ... } converging to À. However, Xxnw e 73,(9) for each n, and so Theorem 3.5 guarantees that X/cnw G ^iC^) an(l "tnis contradicts the choice of X and A.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that Xx E 629, and that W is an open set. Then Xkc\w e 629,.
Proof. Suppose that A, = K n W and that Xa, £ 629,. Then there exist nonempty sets U and V such that U c Kx and V G A, such that U u V c A(i/ n K). Now V g Kx g K, and we shall show that Í/ c Kc, and this wiU contradict the supposition that x* E 629,. To see that Í7 c Kc, consider x £ U, so x £ A(t7 n F) C AV G V. Now F n fF = 0, thus, since x E A" x E A.
Theorem 3.8. 7/xa-E 629,, then xK E 73,(9).
Proof. Suppose that Xa-E &6fx. Inductively, we let A0 = A, and assuming that Ka is defined for a < ß, we let Ga and 77a respectively denote the maximal open sets missing A7?a \ Ka and AKa n Ka. We then define Kß = K\ Ua<ß(G u 77J. Let \ be the least countable ordinal such that \KX\ = 0. (The guarantee of the existence of À comes from Theorem 3.4.) Since Xa obviously belongs to 73,(9), we consider Xk\k"-For a < X, let Wa = Ga u 77a, and let W = \Ja<x Wa. As Xxntv = Xa\aa' °y Corollary 3.6, we need only to show that XAnif G ^i(^P) f°r eacâ < X. Suppose there exists a < X such that Xadh-' £ 73,(9). Then there exists a first ordinal, ß, such that Xkhw s ßi(^)> and as K n W0= K^n W0, ß > 0 (see Theorem 3.3). Now let W = Ua</3 Wa. It follows from Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.6 that both x*>nw" and Xkcmv are in B\(^)-Thus» Xao»^ = max{xA nuy, Xahh"} is i° ^i(9), a contradiction. Finally, we notice that Xa = max{xA » Xa\a } is in B\(($)> and tne proof is complete.
This, of course, is the desired result, but for characteristic functions. In order to extend the scope of Theorem 3.8, we first verify an analogous result for simple functions and then extend to the full case using the results from §2. Lemma 3.9. If f is a simple function and f £ 629,, then if y is a number and K=f-x(y),xK^&9x.
Proof. This is trivial unless A ^ 0. Assuming that A ^ 0 but that Xa £ &^\, there exist 0 ^ U c Ac and 0 ¥= V G K such that U U V G A(Ü n F). Let A = U n {x: fix) >y} and 73 = U n {x: /(x) <y}. Now, there exists a nonempty relatively open subset 7 of (/ n V such that either /I is dense in 7, or 73 is dense in 7.
In the first case, choose y < a < b such that {x: y <f(x) < b} = 0; in the second case, choose a < b <y such that {x: a < /(x) <y} =0. For the first case,
